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kugelmann Maschinenbau is a family-run Allgäu business with its main emphasis and 
tradition in municipal technology. 
With passion, we manufacture reliable and pioneering machines - we love what we do. 

// FLYER 

TYPE  AMM 
Lawn and leaf sweeper | Scarifier | Mowing container 
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// MULTIFUNCTIONAL MACHINE "KOMET" 
The multi-functional lawn care machine Komet is specially constructed for exclusive lawn care as well as landscape 
and biotope area maintenance. Independent of the frame, the pick-up swings downwards, upwards and to the sides.  No 
matter what situation - the overall weight with filled container is distributed evenly to all transport wheels. PTO 
speed 540 rpm. Electromagnetic control unit for operation from driver’s cabin with safety circuit. Hydraulic high dump or 
low dump. All types are available with permission to drive at a speed of 25 km/h or 40 km/h. 

// POSSIBLE SIZES 
Our multifunctional machine adapts perfectly to your carrier vehicle. By means of our modular system, we can offer 
three different sizes. 

WIDTH [mm] 

120 

VOLUME [m³] 

2.3 
150 2.8 / 4.2 
180 3.3 / 5 

ADM. TOTAL WEIGHT [kg] 

1800 
1800 / 2600 
1800 / 2600 

// STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
The equipment listed below is already included in the basic equipment: 

- Lawn sweeper and leaf collector machine with double brush system
- Electromagnetic control unit for operation from driver’s cabin
- Hydraulic lifting of pick-up thanks to parallelogram construction, incl. safety circuit
- A pusher plate guarantees complete emptying when opening the container
- Hydraulic low dump and high dump up to 210 cm in height and exceeding the edge by 60 cm. This ensures a

smooth and clean loading of the transport vehicle.

// ENDLESS OPTIONS 
These options leave nothing to be desired. Our offer for each multifunctional machine: 

- Travelling axis with wheels with single-wheel suspension and prestressed by rubber elements
- Single wheel brakes for all 4 or 6 wheels
- Lighting system according to German Road Traffic Licensing Regulations (StVZO) and technical certification

(TÜV certificate) with operating permit for 25 km/h or 40 km/h (here: overrun brake necessary!)
- Replacement flail mower and replacement scarifier
- Scarifying blade set for being screwed on the flail rotor
- Rubber finger rails instead of sweeping brushes

// PREREQUISITES OF CARRIER VEHICLE 
Your carrier vehicle should meet the following requirements: 

- Single-acting or double-acting control unit with floating position
- Trailer hitch with locking pins (dia. 31 mm)
- Electrical socket
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